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RULES WITHOUT RULERS
The evolution of governance systems past, present and future
With humanity on the cusp of another great transition, we can learn a lot by taking
a look at the ones we've already been through.
How did people get from a condition of roaming around on the ancient savannah to
looking out of skyscrapers onto Tokyo or Vancouver? What invisible forces drove such
change? And if we can begin to see the pattern in those forces, do they offer clues
about where we’re going?
What you’re about to read is neither a story, exactly, nor a scholarly work. Using
elements of history, complexity theory, and some speculation, we’ll trace the
evolution of institutions through time and into the future. No one knows with certainty
what comes next, but by extrapolating from the past we might be able to offer some
clues. Depending on your perspective, you might see a brighter tomorrow, but not
before we take you through some darker times.
What follows is a series of nine phases. Each phase describes the evolution, or
potential evolution, of governance. The phases track history, though imperfectly, with
two steps forward and one step back. And yet you can see how human beings reorganize themselves differently to deal with increased complexity.
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I. THE RISE OF RULERS

Clans
Humans once lived in family groups as
part of extended clans. These nomadic
hunter-gatherers roamed around to nd
resources. But as resources became
scarce, clans had to nd a better way.
(3 million years)
Paleoanthropology 101 says our ancestors hunted and gathered. We huddled
together in relatively small clans, sometimes grooming each other, subsisting on
whatever calories we could nd.
Robin Dunbar’s research “revealed a correlation between brain size and social group
size, suggesting humans can only comfortably maintain about 150 stable friendships,”
writes Aylin Woodward in Scienti c American. The now-famous Dunbar’s number
offers us a clue about the extent of communal societies. As long as humans subsisted
on foraged berries, boar meat, and tubers, 150 seems like it would have been a pretty
reasonable limit in a condition of such scarcity. At this scale, we might have
developed close ties among your fellow nit-pickers. We might have been able to
observe and correct shirking in the group.
But as soon as the food ran low, the group would have had to divide or move. That is,
unless we planted some seeds and waited around for them to grow.
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Kingdoms
With agriculture, people settled. These
settlements coincided with the
appearance of kings and taxation.
Because threat of invasion required swift,
coordinated action, strong rulers
emerged capable of defending
resources against 'barbarians' and
competing kingdoms. (10,000 years)
With the advent of agriculture, instead of wandering around as nomads, or following
herd animals, people planted crops and settled. Not everyone adopted agriculture at
the same time, which meant some clans enjoyed sedentary plenty while others
continued to hunt and gather in relative scarcity. As populations grew and
competition for resources intensi ed, roving clans saw opportunities to raid.
Clan collided with clan. These deadly food ghts meant tribesmen needed to
become powerful warriors able to act as a swift, single unit. That unitary action meant
organizing as a hierarchy. With the most shrewd, powerful warriors in command, your
clan might just win. After victory, those power hierarchies eventually turned into
systems of subordination and protection we commonly refer to as a kingdom.
One wouldn’t want to suggest early peoples didn’t trade peacefully with one another.
Many did. But those who did not become traders were raiders. Such harsh conditions
meant that, to survive, your kingdom had to develop better “social technology”, which
is to say ways of organizing themselves. The victors transmitted their war stories and
successful strategies to their descendants. And while strength, courage, and superior
weaponry went a long way, social technology could make or break a kingdom.
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Empires
Dominant kingdoms developed new
tactics. To protect themselves and secure
more resources, they expanded through
conquest and suppression of people in
new territories. A hierarchy of governors
managed the increasing complexity of
the new empire. (4000 years)
Great civilizations sprouted amid the remnants of war. The clan-king became a godking. With all that power and glory, you’d think the king would be happy. But before
any victory celebrations could subside, more barbarian hordes brought assaults
against them. Beset by hungry brigands, the emperor had to think preemptively.
It wasn’t just defense of the kingdom that weighed on him; it was also all the
administrative decisions. More complex administration required layers of hierarchy,
which meant delegating power to satraps and governors who would in turn delegate
to others. The emperor issued commands to subordinates, and those directives were
carried out by those down the chains of command.
Patronage relationships became the norm. Man lording power over man took on
religious dimensions. Values such as loyalty, honor, obedience, and patriotism rmed
up the hierarchy. Without such values, the structure could be weakened either from
internal dissent or from better-organized enemies.
So in the interests of security and continued ourishing, the king delegated more and
more responsibilities. These trusted hierarchs were sometimes given powerful armies.
Eventually it became clear that to protect the realm and gain more territory, the
kingdom would have to bring the barbarians to heel and take their land. There is
security in might, after all, and some empires stretched across continents. But an
empire is complicated and costly to maintain.
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II. THE RISE OF RULES

With the rise of rulers, we see how people came to adopt formal command-andcontrol hierarchies in which order came about more or less through the dictates of a
king or emperor. But somewhere along the way people started to organize
themselves according to more generalized rules, which are what we call laws. When
we consider the idea of a rule, it might be kind of boring, like forbidding bubble gum
in the rst grade, or the instructions we have to read before playing a game. But rules,
evenly applied, can make a big difference to the overall social order.
One example is the Golden Rule, of which we can see variations throughout human
history. “That which is offensive to you, do not do to your neighbor,” Hillel the Elder
said, according to the Hebrew Talmud. John Stuart Mill called it the Harm Principle
and the Buddhists practice ahimsa. Such a rule provides a basis for moral behavior.
But rules need not be grand maxims; they can be as simple as “drive on the right” or
“yield to the left”. When everyone obeys such rules, they get to their destinations
more quickly and avoid collision. The resulting order is not something that any
individual could achieve by issuing commands. The rule can be a regularizing
function. Regularity helps people thrive because they can plan for the future.
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Democracies
There are limits to what can be
achieved through coercion. A more
participatory system appeared in
which power was given to the people
in the form of votes. Democracy
diluted the absolute power of
authorities, but introduced
demagoguery and 'tyranny of the
majority'. (3,000 years)
Humanity’s rst known democracies were born out of con ict. As much as we might
like to think of this watershed moment in history as a product of the agora’s
philosophers, it turns out this system was the product of a negotiation, a kind of
proto-social contract.
In the 5th century BC, the Greeks were doing well economically, trading wine and
olives. But competitors saw the islands as an opportunity to gain through conquest.
“Athens was at war,” writes Paul Vallely, “for three years out of every four over almost
two centuries. More than that, the latest military technology was the trireme, the fast
warship of the time, whose three banks of oars needed lots of men to row them.”
Suddenly, ordinary citizen crewmen had political strength. The poorest sections of
society wanted to have a say if they were going to defend the islands. So they
instituted a simple rule: majoritarian decision making. The idea of “one man, one
vote” enjoyed a golden age among Mediterranean city-states. Though the people’s
majoritarian power was not absolute, the development was successful enough that
we emulate it to this day. And Greek democracy was arguably more direct and
participatory—at least among those males with suffrage rights.
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Though these democratic experiments succeeded in containing despotism, the
people were still vulnerable to demagogues who could play on their fears and
prejudices in order to gain power. And indeed, democracy ran the risk of legitimating
a kind of mob rule, for unchecked majority rule meant minorities were powerless.

Republics
As civilizations expanded, more decisionmaking power had to be delegated, and
political power became increasingly
subordinated to laws. But delegating
power, especially military power, risked
the return of empire. (2000 years)
The earliest republic was, like many that came after, a product of violent overthrow.
The earliest republicans had simply had enough of power being lorded over them,
and yet they still needed leadership. Romans, having expelled their Etruscan kings,
tried to establish a peaceful kingdom. But that also ended in violence. Finally they
established rule by the 300-person senate. The senators jockeyed for position to
become consuls, but all represented the people.
Quite apart from the unsavory history of kings issuing commands, the senate was also
successful from the standpoint of information-processing. In other words, the system –
a deliberative body – was better able to handle increasing complexity and indeed
enabled a relatively more complex form of society to spring from the detritus of prior
kingdoms. At the center of their representative system lay the social technology of
making and recording laws. The rule of law was a very different sort of social
technology than the rule of a king. Economic and social life was more predictable, for
nearly half a millennium.
Most of us are aware of the sorry story of Rome’s step backwards into empire, but
such is a risk any time lawmakers delegate power, especially military power. After the
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fall of the Republic, it would be another thousand years before the rule of law would
emerge through the wisdom of adjudicators resolving tensions between people
(English Common Law), as opposed to legislators writing statues to regulate people
(Justinian Civil Law). Had Justinian Law not so thoroughly suppressed the spread of
the Common Law, the latter might have become the most resilient and exible form
of governance yet devised. Each of these forms of law would go on to inform the next
phase of our evolving institutions, and even today these two forms of law operate in
modern societies.

Constitutional Republics
Combining features of democracy with
features of a republic, nations began to
separate powers and set out basic rights
through charter, subordinating more
political power to the rule of law. But
times change and power ends up on
auction. (250 years)
The achievements of the republic were not sustainable. Most of the world continued
in systems of hierarchy and patronage that lasted for nearly 2000 years. Still,
revolutionary res burned in the minds of those who were again weary of kings and
empires. Only this time, the revolutionaries set in motion a couple of experiments that
would reshape much of the world. More and more of the world moved towards what
political theorist Francis Fukuyama famously called “the end of history.”
Stitching together features of past democracies and republics, the revolutionaries
designed a new social operating system -- a great experiment. The genius of the
experiment includes various means to self-government, but also of setting political
power upon itself in order to contain it. Whether in the separation of powers, checks
and balances, or the constraints placed on power by enumerated rights, it became
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clear that new republics could not only be chartered, but that it was possible to rein in
the excesses of power through constitutional design.
The commercial activity and human improvement these systems unleashed set
humanity on a trajectory towards unprecedented material abundance and scienti c
advancement. One could argue these social operating systems successfully
constrained the imperial ambitions of competing despots and ideologues, and then
allowed broken societies like Germany and Japan to reconstitute themselves after
devastating World Wars. In some instances, constitutional republics have enabled
hierarchies to begin the transition to becoming networks.
Along with new rules, new culture emerged. Equality, toleration, and civil rights
expanded under these regimes. But as successful as the constitutional republic has
been, it is not the end of history.
Despite a couple of eighteenth-century revolutions in France and America, hierarchy
is still the dominant form of social organization throughout most of the world. That is
to say, more of the world’s peoples are still strati ed like medieval Europe or feudal
Japan as compared with modern Switzerland. And yet modern Switzerland has its
command-and-control structures, too. Even the United States—that once great beacon
of freedom—now bears a striking resemblance to Imperial Rome. The American
Founders had made improvements by creating institutional checks on power within
its hierarchy, but its hierarchy grows. Is it long for this world?

*

*

*

Before we turn to the next stages, we should remind our readers how crazy new ideas
sound when they are rst introduced. For example, the following would have all been
unthinkable (or even heretical) at various times in human history:
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1. The earth is round rather than at.
2. The earth revolves around the sun, rather than the other way around.
3. The king does not have the divine right to be king.
4. The emperor is not actually a god.
5. Slavery and segregation are wrong.
6. You shouldn’t have to own land in order to be allowed to vote.
7. Women should be allowed to vote, just like men.
8. Humans of all backgrounds should have the same rights and freedoms.
Even the ideas of democracy or a constitutional republic would have seemed crazy to
the monarchies of Europe or the dynasties of Asia. The following might seem a little
crazy, too, but…
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III. RULES WITHOUT RULERS

Amid the host of forces that have started to erode all the good that has been achieved
through establishing constitutional republics, three stand out: populism, corruption, and
complexity.

Because democracy has been thought of as an essential feature of a modern
republic, populism and demagoguery have continued to bring inconsistency and
uncertainty to what should be clear constitutional rules. People frequently vote on
matters about which they have very little knowledge. And voting, far from capturing
the people’s will, can blur their preferences together in a muddle, which can end up
as a veneer to cover the next problem: corruption.
Such is not the venal corruption of the developing world, but rather a form of
corruption that creates levers of authority by putting power on auction. Corporate
interests use these levers to maintain cartels, while political classes use them to
maintain power. Political economist Mancur Olson showed that the problem of
special interests -- the marriage of money and power -- is not likely to go away soon.
Yet as global dynamics get more complex, authorities nevertheless make decisions
about which they simply cannot possess the requisite knowledge. Unintended
consequences follow. We live with distortions and compounding problems. Will new
governance forms have the potential to handle ever-increasing complexity?
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Startup Nations
In future's rst phase, rules will likely still
be attached to territory, but will provide
better governance options than
otherwise available. As the world’s
complexity increases, we'll see more
entrepreneurial solutions - startup
societies or private cities - less
dependent on monopoly states.
In his groundbreaking book, Exit, Voice and Loyalty, Albert Hirschman described the
general processes that could offer relief from the three problems we set out above
(excess democracy, corruption and complexity). The idea is that if “voice” doesn’t
work to bring about change, whether through voting or activism, “exit” means being
able to leave a system and start something new. A new type of entrepreneur will offer
good governance as a kind of service. The business case? Everybody in the world
needs good rules, but not everybody can get them.
Just think of all of the experimentation that has come in the form of special economic
zones (SEZs) in places like Hong Kong, Dubai, Shenzhen and very soon the Zones for
Economic Development and Employment (ZEDEs) of Honduras. These areas create
escape hatches from surrounding institutions that are corrupt or failing. We could
soon add seasteads or free private cities to the list of success stories. Because most
areas of the world are already under the control of a state, it will take both
entrepreneurial and political creativity to develop startup nations on new territories.
But a question remains: do jurisdictions need to be tied to a geographic area at all?
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Cloud Governance
Advanced technologies make it possible
to make laws “in the cloud.” Here, good
rules can exist independent of territory,
and may or may not involve coercive
hierarchies. Thus, people will be able to
select different forms of governance from
a menu of options, without relocating.
Implicit in all the above is the idea that people and businesses need certainty so they
can create prosperity and pursue different ideas of the good life. But territorial
governments make it harder and harder to nd good rules on land. So why not build
them in the cloud? Why not opt into rulesets that best create harmony and wealth?
The advent of digital ledger technologies such as blockchains means that it will soon
be possible for people to access good rules without ever leaving their pajamas.
Legacy states are becoming hostile to these new technologies. But cloud governance
might well be a hydra: cut off one head and another grows in its place.
One of the basic questions of good law is whether people actually follow it. In fact,
the better the rules within a system, the more likely people are going to try to migrate
to that system and follow that set of laws. In this sense it really doesn’t matter what any
theorist or activist considers to be justice. We’re entering an era of radical social
experiments carried out on smaller scales than the revolutionary experiments of past
centuries. As a critical mass of people chooses new systems, we’ll experience a shift.
The most important thing about startup nations or cloud governance is that neither is
a monolithic form of order. They are rather experiments whose rules are adaptable to
changing circumstances. We can therefore be less doctrinaire about any speci c
experiment—as long as we are committed to a superstructure of exit, which means if
people are unhappy they can leave. Experimentation, carried out through innovation
or creative policycraft, will yield the best systems (which can be copied).
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Rules Without Rulers
The future of human organization is likely
to mean that rules neither attach to
territory, nor involve any monopoly of
power. Organizations are already
pioneering hierarchy-free governance
systems. Might these work on a global
scale? Such systems allow selforganization, mimicking the natural
world. Imagine teams within teams that
change with circumstances and solve the
world’s most complex problems without
violence.
Today, so-called “teal” organizations, which are set up without any formal hierarchy at
all, are already starting to appear. Instead, you get holarchies, a fancy term for systems
of people occupying functional roles within teams, which occupy functional spheres
within the organization. Instead of executives giving directives from the top, such
systems depend on processes and protocols. And most importantly they represent
the complete subordination of rulers to rules and roles.
And yet within those rules and roles, people have greater autonomy than they would
have had under any form of hierarchy. If these organizations can function completely
without bosses, the question becomes: Can these systems scale to society?
“Perhaps this then is the next step for our current societal governance,” writes Brian
Robertson, inventor of Holacracy, a system of organizational governance that
eliminates hierarchy. “Perhaps it’s time to allow the centralized power of current
governments to give way and dissolve, and allow new methods of achieving order to
emerge from the ashes—ones that don’t have legislators and regulators to buy, or the
power to make aggression legal or peaceful exchange illegal. Ones that are
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themselves subject to the forces of evolution and selection based on the value they
add, rather than holding themselves outside of that process as monopoly providers.”
Complexity scientist Yaneer Bar Yam says systems-within-systems is the best way
forward: “We need to stop looking for leaders and start looking for teammates,” he
admonishes. That means turning away from big-state dirigisme and hermit-crab
individualism.
Teams must coalesce both locally and globally, Bar Yam says, as “teams of individuals,
teams of teams, and teams of teams of teams, up to society as a whole.” But that can
only happen with good rules. After all, rules without rulers doesn’t mean chaos. With
the appropriate rules, the absence of rulers gives rise to a different kind of order, one
decidedly more organic. As Robertson reminds us, “it simply enables order to emerge
dynamically from peer-to-peer interactions distributed throughout a system….”
As we evolve towards rules without rulers, systems architect Josh Zemel writes,
“Imagine what becomes possible when tens or hundreds of millions of people are
participating in this kind of collaborative economy — one in which no one wields a
disproportionate amount of power, all are rewarded in proportion to the value they
contribute, and everyone is incentivized to act in alignment with the common good.”
Imagine indeed. Through the grand sweep of history we’ve gone from the rule of
rulers to more sophisticated systems that blend power hierarchies and value
networks. But increasingly, we have to ask if the next stage will require hierarchies at
all. Instead, we will seek out people who are not rulers at all, but occupy roles to
which they are suited and whose authority the community continuously checks.
Without the power to subjugate, everyone will be held directly accountable for failed
governance experiments. Those failures will be a necessary discovery process, one
that allows us to create not one great society fashioned by wise elites, but rather a
barrier reef of social systems that exist thanks to the twin processes of competition
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and collaboration. And though history won’t end, we’ll move closer and closer to a
world of rules without rulers.
* * *
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Figure 2: Visualizing Features of Governance Systems
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Key for Figures 1 and 2: Degrees
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